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Domo arlgato, Mr. Roboto: Competitors from West Michigan area high schools crowd the floor during FIRST Robots Competition last weekend on Grand Valley State University's campus.

GV uses FIRST, History Day to recruit new students
BY SAMANTHA BELCHER
GVL STAFF WRITER

rand Valley State University host
ed West Michigan high schoolers
at two events this weekend: the
FIRST Robotics District Com
petition and the Michigan History
gional contest.
Jodi Chycinski, director of admissions,
said GVSU hosts these events to expose high
school students to the campus and university.

G

“We want families to have the opportunity
to engage with our current Grand Valley stu
dents," Chycinski said, adding that current
students help to tell the story of the university.
She said parents and students are usu
ally very impressed with the university’s
employees and facilities, and that people
Day
re do not realize what resources GVSU
usually
provides until they get here.
“We want to make sure [visitors! under
stand the value of a liberal education,” Chy
cinski said.

High school students from all over Mich
igan built basket-shooting robots to contend
in the FIRST (For Inspiration and Recogni
tion of Science and Technology) competi
tion Friday and Saturday in the Fieldhouse
Arena. About 40 teams and 1,500 to 1,600
people were involved with the competition.
Paul Plotkowski, dean of Padnos Col
lege of Engineering and Computing, said
students had about six weeks to build and
program their robots.
“[The competition] is like a varsity sport

because people [teammates] depend on each
other,” Plotkowski said, adding that students
learn dedication and teamwork through the
experience.
Plotkowski said the College of Engineer
ing and Computing has many K-12 outreach
programs to help children and teens live up
to their potential as students.
Nikki Bonczyk, GVSU senior in the Col
lege of Engineering and Computing, said she

SEE ROBOTICS, A3
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Pain at the pump: A student fills up his vehicle at the Speedway on Lake Michigan Ave Gas prices average $3.85 per gallon.

GAS PRICES ARE
BEYOND CONTROL
GV deals with rising prices at the pump
BY KRISY FORCE
GVL STAFF WRITER

With gas prices soaring well
above $3 a gallon, it is no surprise
that students and faculty members
at Grand Valley State University are
feeling the pinch. As their wallets
get lighter, people are being forced
to re-evaluate their expenses, and
reports from the Natural Resources
Defense Council (NRDC) indicated

that the current hardship isn’t going
to let loose anytime soon.
But even though students,faculty
and staff still have to drop some ma
jor cash at the pump for their own
cars, it isn’t all-bad for the universi
ty, who doesn’t have to dish out any
extra money to fuel the buses.
This is because GVSU signs a
yearly contract for a set price that
covers the cost of labor, fuel, state
funding and operational costs at the

Rapid, said Mark Ram bo, manager
of Campus Operations.
“The contract establishes an an
nual ‘per hour’ rate for bus service,”
Rambo said. “This rate is held con
stant throughout the year even if gas
prices increase or decrease.”
Rambo said though, that it is
conceivable that the set rate of buses
may increase at the end of the con-
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With the fleeting but bitter winter behind us, temperatures
outside are approaching unseasonable highs, and students
at Grand Valley State University have nothing to complain
about, right?
Find out why GVSU students are getting a little too hot
already.
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NEWS EDITOR LIZZY BALBOA

NEWS BRIEFS
GV grad program gets national ranking
%

A Grand Valley State University graduate program
in the School of Public and Nonprofit Administration
received national ranking in U.S. News & World Re
port's 2013 edition of Best Graduate Schools.
GVSU was ranked 25th in the country for its Mas
ter of Public Administration, recognized for nonprofit
management and public affairs.
In nonprofit management programs, students learn
how fundraising, effective leadership and financial
management can improve a nonprofit organization.

University signs covenant to
provide resources to veterans
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WGVU radio named FM station of the year
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WGVU radio won six Michigan Association of
Broadcasters Broadcast Excellence awards including
FM Station of the Year. WGVU-TV won seven Broad
cast Excellence awards. The MAB awards ceremony
took place March 15 in Lansing.
Among the honors were awards for best mini-doc
umentary, best special interest/cultural programming
and best hard news and current events story.
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GV fundraiser to benefit Project Jamacia
Grand Valley State University is hosting a fund
raiser to raise money for Project Jamaica, a service
project conducted by students in the higher education
graduate program.
From 6 to 8 p.m. on Thursday, LiaRose Boutique
and Gina's Boutique in downtown Grand Rapids will
donate 15 percent of their proceeds to the Grand Val
ley University Foundation to support Project Jamaica.
Email style@ginaboutiquegr.com to RSVP
In May, a group of students and faculty and staff
members will study abroad at the University of
West Indies in Jamaica and will work to renovate the
Seaview Primary School in St. Elizabeth Parish. GVSU
will team up with the University ofWisconsin-Lacrosse
and Boise State University to renovate a building that
will house a pre-school and life skills education area
called the "Center for Excellence."
All donations from the fundraiser will support con
struction and renovation costs.
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CORRECTIONS AND CLARIFICATIONS
At the Lanthorn we strive to bring you the most
accurate news possible. If we make a mistake, we
want to make it right. If you find any errors in fact in
the Lanthorn, let us know by calling 616-331-2464 or
by emailing editorial@lanthorn.com.
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Support for armed services: Servicemen hold the ribbon during the Mary Walker Army Strong Community Center ribbon-cutting
ceremony on March 3. GVSU signed the center's Community Covenant, a dedication to provide assistance and resources to veterans.

GV only W. Michigan university to sign covenant for Army Strong Community Center
BY SARAH HILLENBRAND

to offer resources to the one
percent of the population
who are veterans.”
ith more than
Resources that the cen
500 student vet ter offers include benefits
erans
currently and entitlements,TRICARE
attending Grand medical
Valley and dental infor
State University, the school mation, VA benefits, web
proclaimed its dedication to access, employment and re
tfye U.S. military and service sume assistance, emergency
members by participating in assistance and community
the Community Covenant resources.
program for the Mary Walk
GVSU was the only West
er Army Strong Community Michigan university to sign
Center, which opened on the Community Covenant.
March 3.
“Signing the covenant
“The Army Strong Com signifies our commitment
munity Centers are meant to to support military veteran
provide resources and ser students and their families
vices for veterans from any through what we offer on
branch of the - military and campus,” Lipnicki said.
*
their family members,” said
The university’s involve
Steven Lipnicki, assistant ment with the center shows
dean of students.
how the university is inter
The center, which was ested in issues in the com
the fifth to open in the U.S. munity, Eemisse said.
and the first to open in the
“GVSU hears about
Midwest, was opened for things going on in the com
veterans who would other munity and listens to needs
wise have to travel to Ohio to engage and connect with
to receive the resources they the community,” he said.
need. Western Michigan “Signing the Community
was chosen because of the Covenant program is to
amount of support the com show that we are willing to
munity showed in helping support the Army Strong
returning veterans, Lipnicki Center and are an active
said.
member of the community
“GVSU is committed to and will support it.”
veterans,” said Ti m Eemi sse,
Apart from the new cen
who works with WGVU ter, veterans clubs on cam
Engage. “We will continue pus also offer additional
GVL STAFF WRITER

W
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"Signing the covenant signifies our
commitment to support military veter
an students and their families through
what we offer on campus."
STEVEN LIPNICKI

ASST. DEAN OF STUDENTS

resources for student veter
ans.
“We help students go
through processes like ap
plying for disability,” said
Justin Lewis, president of
the Student Veterans Club.
“Sometimes we’ll just get
together and reminisce on
the old times and our expe
riences.”
The Student Veterans Or
ganization on campus has
also raised money to help
the West Michigan Veter
ans Assistance Program, a
Grand Rapids organization
that provides assistance to
homeless veterans.
“We try to enhance the

veteran-friendly
environ
ment at Grand Valley,”
Lewis said. “We help stu
dent veterans that come
to Grand Valley transition
from the military lifestyle to
an educational lifestyle.”
Lipnicki said GVSU is
not considering adding an
ROTC program at this point
in time. The concentration
right now is assisting stu
dents and veterans who are
coming to GVSU.
“ROTC focuses on re
cruiting into the military,
while we focus on helping
students transition out,” he
said.
shillenbrand@lanthorn.com
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Beep bop boop: Michigan high schoolers make final adjustments to their robots during the FIRST Robotics Competition, hosted by Grand Valley State University in the Fieldhouse Arena. Between
1,500 and 1,600 people were involved in the weekend-long competition, with 40 different teams of secondary school students competing after spending six weeks working to perfect their robots.

ROBOTICS
continued from A1

participated in the event when she was a
student at Holland Christian High School.
After participating, she researched GVSU’s
engineering program and decided to join the
program.
This year, Bonczyk was a referee at the
FIRST competition.
“(This event| is a way to learn in the best
hands on experience,” she said.
And with GVSU’s dramatic increase in en
rollment over the past few years, Plotkowski
is attributing the rise to events like FIRST.

GAS

USUI

continued from A1

may increase at the end of
the contract year if the gas
prices keep rising, but there
is no talk of price changes
at the moment. If the set
rate does increase, though,
students may feel a heavier
financial burden in possible
tuition increases.
As of now, many students
are still tight on money and
will be for a while since the
only real solution for low
ering gas prices, offered
by NRDC, is to reduce the
consumption and use other
natural resources.
NRDC said the U.S. con
sumes 19 million barrels of
oil each day, which equals
25 percent of the global sup
ply.
Daniel Giedeman, an
economics professor at
GVSU, said decreasing the
reliance on gas will be dif
ficult because people have
responsibilities
requiring
frequent travel.
“It is hard to reduce con
sumption; in the long run you
could say ‘I’ll try to ride my
bike more’ (but] there isn’t a
great substitute for gas con
sumption, so it |will] take a
while,” Giedeman said.
Junior Samantha Chan
dler said she has been taking
the necessary steps to live a
life without the dependence
on a car since she was 14
years old. She began usirtg her bike more often—
for fun more so than out of
necessity—but began to see
that she was capable of liv
ing life without a car.
“Back home everything
you need to buy you have
to drive a car, so I started to
ride my bike more,” Chan

Bonczyk said being involved with these
events gives students confidence and a sense
of acceptance.
The Michigan History Day regional con
test allowed about 230 students from 17
different West Michigan high schools and
middle schools to research a historical event
and create a presentation to be judged.
“This is something they will always have
with them,” GVSU history professor Sean
O’Neil said, adding that coming to GVSU
is great exposure for the students because
they get to see the campus and talk to vari
ous professors.
“It’s not unusual for the history profes

dler said. “Looking back, I
am glad I started to ride my
bike places because it made
me realize that I am able to
live without a car. Plus now,
it saves me money so that
I am able to do something
that maybe others who drive
their cars often wouldn’t
have the money to do.”
Chandler said she still
owns a car but only uses it
when necessary. Instead,
she continues to ride her bike
and walk the majority of the
places she needs to go.
• Giedeman offered no in
sight on why the gas prices
seem to keep rising, but did
say that it could be due to
the fact that the economy is
in its early stages of recov
ery.
“Gas prices were low
three years ago because we
weren’t using it,” he said.
“Now the economy is re
covering so the demand is
going up, not just in the
United States. We are in a
global economy, and more
people can afford to buy a
car which increases the de
mand for gasoline.”
Giedeman said he does
not know if the prices are
expected to increase, but
he said he does not expect
them to drop anytime soon.
Senior Melissa Strowenjans said she has not had
to change much about her
lifestyle.
“Nothing has really
changed about my purchas
es, but I try to put in a few
more hours at work to make
PICKARD
CONGRATULATIONS!
This was the water reduction from
last year in the month of March
213,000 f»l

up the difference,” Strowenjans said. “It does not force
me to work more hours, but
I do just so that I don’t have
to give up some of the things
I enjoy.”
The only way Strowenjans has cut back has been
not filling her tank up ail the
way. Chandler, however, has
had to decrease the amount
of money she spends on
food.
“The only thing I cut
back on was food because I
don’t buy other things as of
ten,” Chandler said. “I have
to manage my money a lot
better also and make sure
I am not spending it frivo
lously.” Giedeman added
that the gas prices will affect
students a lot because they
have to drive around a fair
amount.
“Gas and food comprises
a larger share of your budget
than it does for other peo

sors to learn something from the students,”
O’Neil said.
He added that for many students, this is
their first time on a college campus.
“We always get comments about the
school,” the professor said.
He added some students who used to par
ticipate in the event are now GVSU Honors
College students.
The top three presenters from each of the
divisions will compete in the state competi
tion at Central Michigan University on April
28.

"[The competition] is like
a varsity sport because
people [teammates] depend
on each other."

PAUL PLOTKOWSKI

DEAN OF PADNOS COLLEGE
OF ENGINEERING AND
COMPUTING

sbelcher@ lanthorn .com

ple,” he said. “Gas prices
will cause food prices to rise
more so than it would make
television prices to rise.”
Giedeman and Chandler
said despite the hassle as
sociated with the gas prices,
they are what they are and it
is out of their control.
Giedeman also said that
people should not blame the
politicians either because
they don’t have much con
trol over the price - like the
frustration with former pres
ident George W. Bush during
the first gas price spike, and
now with Barack Obama.
However, Giedman said the
issue is ‘beyond control’.
“This is the market for
gasoline and it is what it is,”
Giedeman said. “I am not
happy about it but there is
not much you can do about
it other than adjust.”
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EDITORIAL

UP, UP, UP

Gas prices are nearing or topping $4 a gallon, but
evidence and the political climate show no end in sight

sk any student at Grand Val
book you paid $150 for’.
ley State University who has
According to Dearborn-based auto
bought a semester’s worth of
club AAA’s Daily Fuel Gauge Report,
textbooks, and they’ll tell you that
gas prices in Michigan average at
the only thing worse than wasting
$3.83 per gallon, just one cent more
money on things you want is wasting than the nationwide averages but still
money on things you need..
less than bigger metropolitan areas
When it comes to filling up at the
like Chicago, which tops off at a tearpump, paying almost $4 a gallon
evoking range of $4.60 to $4.95.
for a car of any size is almost worse
That’s almost $5 a gallon — just
than only getting $15 back for a
to add insult to injury, imagine how

A

many foot-long subs,you could buy
with that money instead of filling up
your whole tank.
And despite all that’s been said
here, that’s not even the worst part.
In a recent article published in USA
Today, like most things in the world
today, speculators attributed the rise in
gas prices to “tensions in the Middle
East.” However, energy contract trader
and author of “Oil’s Endless Bid:

Taming the Unreliable Price of Oil to
Secure Our Economy,” Dan Dicker,;
is quoted as saying: “An overwhelm^
ing avalanche of data tells you (U.S^
prices should be lower. But with sonje
of these geopolitical problems, it »
could get worse.”
So while speculators make big cash
off of crying wolf, our wallets get
impossibly thinner yet, and tensions in
the Middle East take the blame.

/
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How have you been affected by
rising gas prices?

BAM. rtONDAY-FAIDAY AFTER SPRING BREAK.

"I turn down invitations to hang
out with friends sometimes
because having to pay for gas
stresses me out."

KRISTEN EMMOREY
Freshman, Elementary education
Brighton, Mich.

"I hate when my car's gas tank
is low because I dread filling up.
It annoys me because half of my
paycheck goes toward gas."

SHUT UP!
/J 1 ^
rrs too early!!Y^J»% ,

►
f

REBECCA YOUDELL
Freshman, Psychology
Kalamazoo, Mich.

"Rising gas prices make me want
to switch to an electric-powered
car, but only if it is purple."

MATTHEW FOWLER

dsills<® lanthorn.com

Short and sweet when you Tweet

Sophomore,Theater, communication
studies
Eastside, Mich.

"Right now not much, since I don't
drive often. But I'm trying to figure
out where I'm going to live for the
summer to try to cut back on drive
time."

BY CHRIS SLATTERY
GVL COLUMNIST

ALISSA DUIMSTRA
Senior, Hospitality and tourism mgmt.
Hamilton, Mich.

"As gas is rising my bank account
is shrinking.The rest of my
expenses are becoming more
difficult to handle and I've had to
get rid of a lot of things I enjoy."

*

KAITLYN SUDOENDORF
Sophomore, Special education
Ann Arbor, Mich.

Hantfjorn
The student-run newspapers at Grand Valley State University

I don’t know what
happened recently, but it
seems that Twitter hit a re
surgence. #suckitMySpace
New Twitter accounts
are popping up every
where, from celebrities to
noncontributing, unfamous
nothings like you and me.
#worthless
The website that makes
people describe what
they’re doing in 140 char
acters or less is growing.

#mundanehai kus
No matter how you use
Twitter, you can’t deny
its impact on pop culture,
lhashtags
But why are so many
people joining now, five
years after the launch of the
site? #unsolvedmysteries
I can only speculate,
but I guess a contributing
factor could be Facebook’s
new timeline format. #smh
Many claim the timeline
is ugly and inefficient.
#likeyomomma
It also could be that TV
programs, especially real
ity shows, utilize Twitter
as a way to interact with
fans and vice versa. #westillvote

But what does it mean
to be brief, really? Can
anyone really adequately
say anything in 140 char
acters? #worldoffewwords
Twitter opens an inter
esting discussion of how
we communicate. Is short
better? Or speaking in
length? #blabber
It’s a great exercise
for me, a generally wordy
person, to examine how to
condense sentences, phras
es, even ideas. #wrapitup
We tend to add words
that don’t provide any
substance to what we say.
A tweet is the bare bones,
/creepythought
I’m not suggesting we say
less to each other, just more

focused. #wordA tide rail
Tweets can range from
breakfast updates #Cheeriosagain to uplifting
#keepcalm to humorous.
#hashbrown
I recommend everyone
get a Twitter. It may not be
as versatile as Facebook,
but it gets to the point.
#possibleproductplacement
There’s a reason why
we have the phrase “short
and sweet,” and even
though I don’t know why,
we have it. #midgetcandy
So get off the Tumblrs
and Pinterests and Instagrams for a second. See
what you can say in 140
characters. #wowme
cslatlery@ lanthorn .com

70 mph? Not the safest speed

EDITORIAL PAGE BOARD
SAMANTHA BUTCHER

Editor in Chief

ANYA ZENTMEYER

Managing Editor

HALEY OTMAN

Web Managing Editor

KEVIN HAUSFELD

Advertising Manager
BY ANDREW JUSTUS

GVL OPINION POLICY

GVL ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

The ultimate goal of the Grand
Valley Lanthorn opinion page is to
stimulate discussion and action on
topics of interest to the Grand Val
ley Community. Student opinions
do not reflect those of the Grand
Valley Lanthorn.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn
welcomes reader viewpoints and
offers three vehicles of expres
sion for reader opinions: letters
to the editor, guest columns and
phone responses.
Letters must include the author 's
name and be accompanied by
current picture identification if
dropped off in person, letters will
be checked by an employee of the
Grand Valley Lanthorn

i

Letters appear as space permits
each issue. The limit for letter
length is one page, single spaced.
The editor reserves the right to edit
and condense letters and columns
for length restrictions and clarity.
All letters must be typed.
The Grand Vailed Lanthorn will
not be held responsible for errors
that appear in print as a result of
transcribing handwritten letters or
e-mail typographic errors.
The name of the author may be
withheld for compelling reasons
The content, information and views
expressed arc not approved by nor
necessarily represent those of the
univenity, its Board of Trustees,
officers, faculty and staff

Unlimited speeds on
sections of the German
Autobahn may seem like a
form of population control
to some, but to me high
speed highways really do
make sense.
Today, most states have
a limit of 70 miles per hour
on freeways and turnpikes.
A limit that is too slow for
today’s cars, which are
much safer and more ef
ficient than cars from back
in the day. Slow speed
limits on major freeways,
like 1-96 between Detroit

and Grand Rapids, encour
age motorists to distract
themselves with things like
texting eating while driving
because the act of driving
doesn’t demand enough
attention from them.
Illinois and Ohio, two
states that are run by
communists, have strictly
enforced 65 mph limits.
On the other hand, Texas,
a state some say is run by
several dozen cowboys
who legislate on horse
back, has some stretches
of highway marked for 80
mph driving and has ongo
ing studies to determine
which areas could permit
thundering across the des
ert at 85 mph.
Common wisdom says
driving fast is unsafe and
will lead to certain death
on freeways everywhere.

At the same time, Germa
ny’s Autobahn network has
a traffic fatality rate that is
15 percent lower than in
the U.S. when measured
by vehicle miles traveled,
according to the World
Health Organization. If
one were really concerned
with safety, one wouldn’t
be driving at all. Driving in
a car, no matter the speed
limit, is the most danger
ous way to move around,
more deadly than buses,
trains or airlines.
Proponents of strict
speed limits point to fuel
economy and emissions
reductions when cars drive
slower. The oil crisis in
1974 led to a national 55
mph speed limit on all
highways purely as a way
to save gas at a time when
most cars got 15 miles per

gallon on the highway.
Even though driving fast
uses more gas than driving
slowly, modem cars get •
better gas mileage than
anyone thought possible
back in the 70’s.
The argument comes
down to how much faith
do we put in the hands of
the motoring public. Do
we respect the judgment of
motorists not to endanger
themselves while at the
wheel? Do we trust people
to be reasonable and pru
dent when road conditions
are adverse? I say yes, why
punish a driver who is in
complete control of his or
her vehicle simply because
their car is being driven
faster than ‘‘the man”
thinks it should.
assistantnews@
lanthorn.com
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SCREEN PRINTED T-SHIRT
BY SAM ATHERTON

SIAMESE OCTOPUS
BY JORDAN ARMSTRONG
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It's a new day in Detroit. One filled with high-tech startups. Cutting-edge medical research. One-of-a-kind restaurants.
World-renowned museums. Fashion trend-setters. And affordable, desirable places to live.

Live Work Detroit! 2012 Finale
Saturday, March 31, 2012
12 pm - 7:30 pm - The Rattlesnake Club
Hear from organizations like Urban Science, D:Hive, and En Garde Detroit. Learn about opportunities
that make Detroit a great place for young professionals. Tour the downtown area and network with employers
who are hiring college students and graduates now. End the day with a Detroit Rock Party featuring The Sights.

Registration Fee: $10 before 3/21 or $15 after
Bus transportation included with registration.

For more information, scan the QR code below or visit mitalent.org/LiveWorkDetroit
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MAREC director wins
Free Press' 2012 Ml
Green Leader Award
BY ANDREW JUSTUS
GVL ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

For Grand Valley State
University’s Am Boezaart,
recipient of a 2012 Detroit
Free Press Michigan Green
Leader Award, the accom
plishments that led to his
award were just part of his
job.
As the director of the
Michigan Alternative and
Renewable Energy Center,
his job places him squarely
in the middle of GVSU’s ef
forts to promote green tech
nology as a driver for future
economic growth.
“I’m doing what I’m sup
posed to be doing here every
day, working on economic
development opportunities,
developing new technolo
gy,” Boezaart said. Boezaart
isn’t taking all of the credit,
though.
“Nice as it is, clearly not
about me,” he said. “Even
though it’s an individual
award, I would want to share
recognition with lots of peo
ple I work with every day.”
Boezaart has directed the
Muskegon-based MAREC
for three years. In that time,
he has been active in advanc
ing wind energy as a feasible
means to generate commer
cial electricity and develop
ing advanced energy storage
devices.
Prior to working at
the
GVSU-administrated
MAREC, Boezaart was the
vice president of grant-mak-

BOEZAART
ing at the Community Foun
dation in Muskegon, Mich.
At the Community Founda
tion, Boezaart helped launch
organizations to protect the
watersheds of the Muskeg
on and White Rivers and
the Mona Lake Watershed.
Prior to his working at
the Community Founda
tion they organization did
no environmental work.
Boezaart also helped to in
stall Muskegon’s first com
mercial wind generator atop
the Frauenthal Center for the
Performing Arts.
MAREC opened in 2003
and is a joint effort between
GVSU, the city of Muskegon
and the state of Michigan.
The center works to advance
alternative energy as a means
to economic and business
development.
“Lots of people are work
ing on technology and eco
nomic development, but
not on renewable energy as
well,” Boezaart said.
assistantnews®
lanthorn.com

GVL / Anya Zentmeyar

Bask in the sun: Students take advantage of the heat near the Zumberge Pond on Wednesday. The record-setting warm
weather is expected to persist, but university rooms will remain heated until April 1 due to facilities maintenance work.

BRING ON THE HEAT
GV classrooms to stay heated through April 1 despite warm weather
supervisor, said there are is no chilled
water in the lines right now because of
the pipe work being done.
“Usually we don’t have 80 degree
hough the recent spat of recordshattering heat is a welcome weather in March or 60 degree weath
change from the blistering win er,” Marcinkowski said. “This is tech
nically a good time to work right be
ter cold at Grand Valley State Univer
sity, many students are still cursing fore the cooling season.”
the sunshine on the side while heat in
Air conditioning is currently off in
the classrooms have them sweating all academic areas, the recreation cen
ter, Fieldhouse and on-campus living
worse than finals ever will.
You might want to sit down centers.
Marcinkowski said that, despite
for this, GVSU, because re
lief isn’t scheduled until April 1. some requests, facilities services does
Since GVSU’s facilities services team not have the money to supply every
will be working on four projects down classroom with fans, but departments
in the utility tunnels until March 28, can purchase fans for their own areas.
and the air conditioning in most on"Hopefully we’ll weather it all
campus buildings cannot be turned on through,” he said.
until the work is complete.
Along with highs of 78 degrees
Jeff Marcinkowski, maintenance Monday, 82 degrees Tuesday and
BY LIZZY BALBOA

GVL NEWS EDITOR
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"Usually we don't have 80
degree weather in March
or 60 degree weather.This
is technically a good time
to work (on maintenance)
right before the cooling
season."
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MAINTENANCE SUPERVISOR
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79 degrees Wednesday, expect some
heavy precipitation - from your neigh
bor’s forehead.
So pack a hankie, pack a hand fan,
and enjoy the sauna that was once
your geology classroom.
news ® lanthorn .com

MBA at WMU
We have a
mind for
business.

RSVP and then stop by anytime: 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.

Jght lunch will be served.
irand Rapids staff and MBA faculty will be in attendance to provide you with a
»m overview, discussion of the admissions process, and answers to your questions
4bout participation in this high-quality MBA program. Applications are being accepted
'for the 2012 summer and fall semesters.
two years, you can add MBA to your resume. Start now.
rand Rapids - Downtown location
iaAveSW
Rapids, Ml 49503

mba

;

Haworth College of

at www.wmfch
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SHORTS
Baseball duo named
Players of the Week
Returning
home
has brought good
times for the Grand
Valley State Universi
ty baseball team, and
two of the players
leading that charge
have been seniors
Steve Anderson and
Cory Baker.
The
duo
was
named GLIAC Play
ers of the Week this
past week after lead
ing the Lakers to a
6-4 record during the
team's spring trip to
Florida.
Anderson, an out
fielder, has hit .419
two home runs and
15 RBI so far this sea
son after being a key
piece to the GVSU
offense last season.
He is currently riding
an eight-game hitting
streak early this sea
son.
Baker has been
key for the Lakers on
the mound early on,
finishing the season's
first stretch with a
2-0 record and 16
strikeouts in just 14
innings. The transfer,
formally of the Uni
versity of North Da
kota, has been a sta
ble presence on the
GVSU pitching staff.
The team will re
turn to action on Sat
urday when they play
their first home game
of the year against
Lake Erie College at
1 p.m.

GVSU

SCHEDULE
SOFTBALL
Tuesday vs. Rochester
College, 3 p.m.

Tuesday vs. Rochester
College, 5 p.m.

M.TENNIS
Wednesday vs. Aquinas
College, 3:30 p.m.

SWIMMING

AND

DIVING--------------------------------------------------------

SENIOR SEND OFF

GVL Archive

First rate: GVSU senior Aaron Beebe (pictured) won his first two national titles at the NCAA National Championships in the 200-individual medley and 200-butterfly.

GV sets 11 school records at NCAA National Championships, Beebe captures 2 national titles
BY BRYCE DEROUIN
GVL STAFF WRITER

or college athletes, few things
are more rewarding than seeing
your hard work pay off on the
biggest stage.
The Grand Valley State University
swim and dive teams saw the results of
their hard work at the NCAA Division
II National Championships. GVSU set
11 new school records on their way to
top ten finishes for both the men and
women’s team. The GVSU women (83,4-1 GLIAC) finished in sixth place
with 1915 points. Meanwhile, the
men (7-3,4-1 GLIAC) came away in
eighth place after tallying 2665 points.
Wayne State University claimed the
title on the women’s side with 497
points and Drury University claimed
the national title on the men’s side with
473 points.
“We had a great showing, and our
highest finish ever with the women,”
said GVSU head coach Andy Boyce.
“We swam better than we did last year
and it was a great way to end the sea
son.”
One of the highlights for G VSU was
men’s senior swimmer Aaron Beebe.
Beebe captured the first national titles
of his career, in the 200-individual

F

medley (1 minute, 46.31 seconds) and
the 200-butterfly (1:44.00).
“It’s something that if you’re a col
lege swimmer, it’s just something you
dream about,” Beebe said. “Just to
have a goal that big and accomplish it
is amazing. To be able to do it twice is
twice as sweet.”
The wins were even sweeter than
usual for Beebe. Coming into the
meet, Beebe had been a runner-up at
the NCAA Division II National Cham
pionships, either as an individual or as
a member of a relay team.
“This entire year 1 couldn’t go to
bed without thinking about winning a
national title and performing my best
at the national championship meet,” he
said. ‘To finally do it is just a weight
lifted off your mind. Accomplishing
that huge chapter of your career is an
incredible feeling.”
For Beebe, the national champion
ships are a reward for the work he has
put in throughout his career. Swim
ming has been more than just a sport
for him, it’s been his life.
“There have been many days
where I am the only one in the pool
in the morning,” he said. “I continued
to lift by myself, or train through the
entire summer and swim at 5 am. by
myself. Just laying down the base for
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Awarded: GVSU senior Aaron Beebe (center) accepts his award for first place in the 1
200-yard butterfly (1 minute, 44 seconds). Beebe won two titles in the championship.

what would turn in these champion
ship wins. You almost can’t describe
the amount of work that goes into it;
I’ve been building up to this for years
now.”
The women’s team capped off a
successful year with their best show
ing in the NCAA Division II National
Championships in school history. Se
nior diver Karen Verbrugge highlight
ed the GVSU women with a second
place finish in the 1-meter board with a
score of 502.65 and fifth on the 3-me
ter board with a score of 44720. She
earned All-American honors in both
events, and finished with the maxi

mum amount of All-American honors
possible in her career with eight.
Looking back on the year, Boyce
said he was very pleased with the suc
cess his team was able to enjoy. This
Lakers team will go down as one of the
fastest in the school’s history.
“It was a great year,” he said.
“We’ve improved so much from the
year before. The fastest the team’s ever
been in the history of Grand Valley
State swimming and diving. We broke
26 of the 38 swimming records, and
Karen Verbrugee broke three diving
records.”
bderouin @ lanthorn rom
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STANDINGS

UP SERVES AS A FIRST FOR MEN'S SQUAD

SOFTBALL
North Division
GVSU

Hillsdale
Saginaw Valley
Lake Superior
Ferris State
Northwood

13-3
5-4
7-7
3-4
6-8
3-9

South Division

Ashland
Findlay
Tiffin
Wayne St.
Ohio Dominican
Lake Erie

14-4
6-5
9-8
8-10
4-10
1-8

BASEBALL
GLIAC

Northwood
Wayne State
GVSU

Ashland
Ohio Dominican
Findlay
Tiffin
Saginaw Valley
Hillsdale
Lake Erie

TENNIS

9-1
9-4
8-4
8-5
7-5
5-6
4-8
3-8
2-6
2-7

BY ZACH SEPANIK
GVL STAFF WRITER

The Grand Valley State Univer
sity men’s tennis team picked up their
first GLIAC victory of the season on
Saturday, beating Lake Superior State
University 7-2. The team followed it
up with a 6-3 win on Sunday against
Michigan Technological University.
“We are playing a lot better as
a team after our spring break trip,”
said sophomore Bryan Hodges. “We
played a lot of the hardest teams in the
country in Orlando. The conditions
were really tough at LSSU because
the courts are not actually tennis
courts. It is like a gym facility floor.”
Against Lake Superior State (3-7,
0-2 GLIAC), GVSU’s No. 1 doubles
team of sophomore Andrew Darrell
and senior Benny Delgado-Rochas,
and No. 2 doubles team of senior
Marc Roesslein and Hodges contrib
uted wins at their respective spots.
Darrell and Delgado-Rochas took
away a close 8-6 win, while Roesslein
and Hodges won 8-4.
In singles action, GV (5-9, 2-1
GLIAC) won at each slot except No.
1 singles. At No. 2, Delgado-Rochas

Still need a place
to live next year?

won 6-4, 6-2; Roesslein won easily
6-0,6-1 at No. 2; Hodges won 7-6 (75), 6-1 at No. 4; senior Josh Kazdan
won at No. 5 in a close match 6-3,
3-6, 10-4; and freshman John Mc
Donald won 6-1,6-2 at No. 6.
“It was only our second GLIAC
match this year so we are really just
getting started,” Kazdan said. “It was
nice though to get off to a good start
this spring. I would say we played
together as a team and it is all really
coming together.”
Against the Huskies (2-5,0-3 GLI
AC) on Sunday, the Lakers picked up
a strong 6-3 victory, backing-up their
strong play from the day before and
bettering their conference mark to 2-1.
Roesslein and Hodges again con
tributed an important win at No. 2
doubles, winning 8-2. f4o. 3 doubles
crew of Kazdan and McDonald
stepped up as well with a 8-4 win at
their spot.
“I think we are all motivated right
now,” Roesslein said. “We have to be
on top of our game at all times and we
have played much better in doubles.
If you go up to the U.P., you definitely
want to win your match. The long
travel pushes you to play well be

GVL Archive

Victorious: Senior Benny Delgado-Rochas anticipates the ball in a past match.

cause you don’t want to dive all that
way and lose.”
In singles play against Michigan
Tech, the Lakers saw wins from spots
No. 3 through No. 6. Roesslein won
impressively for a second-straight
day, 6-0, 6-2; Hodges won 6-2, 6-2;
and Kazdan and McDonald each
picked up 6-4,6-3 wins.
“We started our season off with
some of the toughest teams in our re
gion, some of the toughest teams we

will play all year,” Hodges said. “Our
whole team got better. No team in the
GLIAC conference can really match
the team’s we have already played.”
The Lakers come back to Allen
dale for a home match against Aqui
nas College on Wednesday before
heading back on the road to Ohio on
Friday and Saturday to face confer
ence opponents, the University of
Findlay and Tiffin University.
zsepanik@ lanthorn com

Check out the Lanthorn's Housing Guide
Thursday!
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Going forward: Senior forward Brad Keough guides the puck in a past game.The GVSU Division I club hockey team is progressing to the NationalTournament semifinals for the third time in GVSU history.

Lakers head to National Semifinals
BY JON VAN ZYTVELD
GVL STAFF WRITER

or only the third time
in school history, the
Grand Valley State
University Division II
hockey team has defeated
the best in the nation to move
to the finals at the ACHA
National Tournament.
After three
difficult
games in Fort Myers, Fla.,
the Lakers (29-5-1) emerged
as the victor for the Pool D,
and the team is united in ex
citement.
“We just played our
game, and when we play

F

our game, we can beat any
one,” said junior forward
Chad Wilhelm. “I think that
if we played how we played
today, then we can beat any
team in the tournament.”
club On Friday, the Lakers
came out strong with an 8-2
victory over Northern Arizo
na University, earning them
the largest lead in the first
round of the tournament.
“It was a good game to
start out with,” Wilhelm
said. “All the players on the
team got their butterflies
and jitters out and we took
an early lead which helped
us save some energy for

later in the tournament. We
didn’t necessarily see the
win coming because any
team at the tournament can
beat anyone at any time, but
it was a good start for us to
get some confidence going
into harder games.”
The Lakers leaped out
to a 4-0 lead in the first and
held on to their advantage,
despite two goals from the
Jacks.
Pleased with their suc
cess, but knowing that more
challenging games were
on the horizon, the Lakers
rested and regrouped to re
turn on Saturday for a 2-1

victory over Siena College.
The game was much closer,
but it also demonstrated the
Lakers’ ability to play strong
in back-to-back games.
“Siena needed a win
to keep their season alive,
and they were playing with
nothing to lose,” said junior
goalie Scott Tiefenthal, who
shared the goal with senior
Josh Lavigne over the week
end. “We played a pretty
complete game and played
really well defensively. We
limited them to only one
or two scoring chances and
that made the difference in
the game.”

On Sunday, the team
faced off against Penn State
University, scoring a 4-2
victory that carried them on
to the semifinals. The Lak
ers led for the duration of
the game, out-shooting and
outplaying the Nittany Li
ons.
“It was very back and
forth,” said junior defender
Craig Marrett. “There wasn’t
one period where you could
say one team dominated
the other, although we defi
nitely out-shot them. We did
a good job shutting down
their offense, but it was a
battle from start to finish.”

Monday at 1:45 p.m.,
GVSU will play William
Paterson University for the
opportunity to advance to
the National Championship
game on Tuesday.
“This is what we’ve been
working for all year,” Mar
rett said. “We knocked out
William Paterson last year,
so they’re going to be look
ing for redemption. But, as
tired and sore as we are, we
are going to find a way to do
it, we’re going to find a way
to come together, and we’re
going to come out with a
win.”
jvanzytveld @ lanthorn £om
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Sweep, sweep success: Senior outfielder Steve Anderson prepares to run during a past game.
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Pitching paces baseball in
weekend sweep at Urbana
BY BRADY FREDERICKSEN
GVL SPORTS EDITOR

After
struggling
this
spring, it appeared the Grand
Valley State University base
ball team’s pitchers would
have to continue to brush off
the rust as the season con
tinued this weekend with a
four-game series at Urbana
University.
Thirty-eight strikeouts and
four wins later, that rust ap
pears to be fading fast.
The No. 11 Lakers (104) used strong performances
from their entire pitching
staff, including a completegame three-hitter by senior
Ryan Garman (1-2), to return
home happy after the week
end sweep.
“Ryan
in
particular
showed the form he showed
last year, and we were sure
he would come back and
pitch that way this year,”
said GVSU head coach Steve
Lyon. “His velocity was up,
command was great, he re
ally dominated Urbana and
when you get starting pitch
ing like that. the whole game

kind of seems a lot simpler.”
Garman’s early season
struggles looked to have
been left behind in Florida as
the senior struck out 11 bat
ters and walked only two in
the win. Fellow senior Kyle
Schepel (4-0) also posted a
strong start, striking out nine
in 62 innings of one-run ball.
“Sweeping the four games
right away, that’s great,” Gar
man said. “Coming back
here, we’re really starting to
come together as a team and
really starting to put it togeth
er - I’m really excited about
the season.”
The Lakers’ “putting it to
gether” was apparent Friday
as they out-sewed the Knights
11-2 while smacking 18 hits
in their first double header of
the weekend.
One of the team’s biggest
strengths last season, the of
fensive attack was led by se
nior outfielder Steve Ander
son, who recorded seven hits
to go with six RBI, including
a solo home run in Sunday’s
series finale.
“He’s a key part of our
offense and I hate to say as

Steve goes, the offense goes,
but you know, when he isn’t
hitting the ball well we need
to find some other guys to
produce,” Lyon said. “It just
seems like he’s a better hit
ter when other guys are on
base.”
While the Lakers cruised in
games one and two, inclement
weather slowed their roll on
Saturday, forcing the teams to
take a break due to lightning.
Despite the weather, junior
Anthony Campanella teamed
with seniors Brett Gwaltney
and Cory Rademacher to lock
up a 7-1 GVSU win.
“When we start playing
eight to nine inning games,
it’s hard for the starters to
go all the way,” Rademacher
said. “We need a solid bull
pen because that’s whose go
ing to be relied upon late in
the season when you have to
be your sharpest .”
The team will return home
in preparation for their home
and conference opener on
Saturday against Lake Erie
College at 1 p.m.
sports® lanthorn rom
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Slugger: Sophomore center fielder swings at a pitch in a previous game.The Lakers won
three games in their four-game weekend series after an early loss to Walsh University.

Lakers cruise, take
3 of 4 over weekend
BY ANDREW JUSTUS
GVL ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

GVL / Robert Mathews

Home starter: (Top) Junior Mackenzie Grzeskowiak looking to pass the ball to a teammate.
(Bottom left) Freshman Rachel Leibovitz looks to score against a Lindenwood defender. (Bottom
right) Freshman Korinne Culley looks to stop a Lindenwood player from advancing the ball.

Lacrosse bounces back from loss in home opener
BY JOE MAHER-EDGIN
GVL STAFF WRITER

\
"I don't think we've played our best
game yet. I'm excited to see just
how good we will be as the season
unfolds*

t didn’t take much for the
Grand Valley State Uni
versity women’s lacrosse
team to get over the disap
pointing 18-8 loss in the in
augural, home debut of the
newest varsity team in the
Laker athletic family.
ALICIA GROVESTON
Perhaps there were a few
GVSU HEAD COACH
jitters Friday when the Lak
ers took the field at home
for the first time, but the were assisted, which is vitz, Brooke Ingraham and
Victoria Devine all found
team that took the field on amazing,” Groveston said.
The Lakers cruised on the net twice.
Sunday clinched a decisive
Groveston said consis
victory against a struggling offense, a quick improve
ment from Friday when they tency will be “paramount”
Urbana University team.
The first shot and first struggled to get rolling on in the coming games, es
goal came from GVSU’s the counter-attack against pecially in terms of confi
Jordan Luberto 12 seconds Lindenwood
University. dence.
“We need to control
Lindenwood (5-2) con
after the first draw.
Draws were a point of trolled the shooting Friday, what we can and focus on
pride for the Lakers Sunday, 40-14, but GVSU found what we need to do,” she
head coach Alicia Grove- their grove offensively on said. “We need to continue
Sunday, out-shooting Ur to communicate on defense,
ston said.
move the ball quickly and
“The biggest key for us is bana 29-16.
winning draw controls,” she
Groveston contributed efficiently on the counter
said. ”... When we have pos the mass of goals as being attack, and be smart in the
session of the ball, we con the result of the Lakers suc offensive third of the field.”
Though the performance
trol the pace of the game. cessful offensive play mak
Sunday was a stand-out
Today we won the majority ing.
“Our movement off the turnaround from a tough
of the draws which allowed
us to have freedom with our ball against Urbana was loss Friday, Groveston be
play and to have confidence great and we were able to lieves the best is still yet to
find some openings up top come.
in our actions.”
“I don’t think we’ve
Overall, the Lakers won better than we have all year
18 of 27 draws, with Urbana — ... the team worked ef played our best game yet,”
ficiently today,” Groveston Groveston said. “I’m ex
winning just 9.
cited to see just how good
After the final whistle, said.
It was a day for multiple we will be as the season un
Urbana (0-7) had conceded
goals to 11 different Lakers goal scoring from multiple folds.”
The Lakers will have the
in GVSU’s (2-4) 21-4 rout Lakers. Luberto, with fresh
in the Laker’s second-ever men teammates Zoe Sti- week ahead to train and rest
emann and Korinne Culley up before returning to the
home game.
Groveston
was
im recorded hat-tricks for the field against Tiffin Universi
pressed with her team’s goal Lakers. Freshman Sarah ty on Saturday at the Laker
Lowe was a stand-out play- Lacrosse Stadium.
production.
“It was wonderful to see maker Sunday, assisting 4
jmaheredgin®
the unselfish play of our of GVSU’s goals.
Freshmen
Rachel
Leibolanthorn.com
team; 15 of our 21 goals
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"Yesterday we hit right at fielders,
today balls found the ground. Hitting
is contagious, so hopefully we keep
this up.'

Coming off a series split
against St. Joseph Univer
sity last Tuesday, the Grand
DOUG WOODS
Valley State University
GVSU HEAD COACH
softball team took three of
four games this weekend,
including a sweep of Urba
The Lakers pitching con
One of the few things to
na University on Sunday.
sistency was paramount in slow down the Lakers were
Offensive woes contin the team’s success as well. two delays for lightning
ued to plague the team in Senior starting pitcher An- that lasted an hour. Pitcher
its game one loss to Walsh .y^Nicholson, who start Hannah Santora played on
-University on Saturday, ed Saturday’s loss to Walsh, both sides of the delay.
but the hitting improved held a one-run lead until
“It’s not like baseball,
throughout the weekend, a fifth inning break down where pitchers can’t go
culminating in 9-0 and 5-1 when she gave up five runs through a delay,” Woods
wins over Urbana on Sun on five hits.
said. “I was a little con
day.
Sunday saw the Lakers cerned but Hannah finished
“Yesterday we hit right out hitting their opponents the game strong.”
at fielders, today balls found 25-6 overall and improv
Long road trips like the
the ground,” said GVSU ing their pitching mark one the team recently com
head coach Doug Woods. edly. Nicholson redeemed pleted are important to have
“Hitting is contagious, so her previous performance early in the season for two
hopefully we keep this up.” by earning seven strikeouts reasons, Cleary said.
The team smacked 25 and giving up three hits in
“We usually try to go
hits in their games on Sun four innings. She improved south early in the season
day, including home runs to 7-2 on the year with a to find good weather,” she
from Miranda Cleary, Ray 1.07 ERA.
said, “Road trips are also
leigh Bertram and Briauna
“I came back and did good early on because they
Taylor.
better today. I did well yes help with team bonding”
“I would think that rep terday until fourth inning
The Lakers return to the
etition helped and timely Saturday. Defensive mis- field on Tuesday for a dou
hits getting strung together cues had me lose focus,” bleheader against Rochester
allowed us to score runs,” Nicholson said, referring to beginning at 3 p.m.
said Cleary, the 2011 GLI- three errors that led to five
assistantnews @
AC Freshman of the Year.
lanthorn .com
unearned runs.
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Event aims to spread disabilities awareness, advocates end to use of "r-word
man, joined Best Buddies this year.
She began by just hanging out with
her buddy and is now involved in ad
or the second consecutive year, ditional aspects of the program, from
Grand Valley State University playing basketball to advocating for
students, faculty and community the end of the ‘r-word.’
njembers gathered together promote “I’m just hoping tonight will help
open minds,” Walmsley said. ”1 hope
tlje new “r-word”: respect.
I Last week, signatures were collect students can use their words in a ben
ed at the Pew and Allendale campuses. eficial way.”
James Boors man, another GVSU
E(y the end, two and a half banners
student and advocator, agreed.
were full.
"I would like to see sign up,” Boors; “Three times more pledged this
year than did last year,” said Cassady man said. “More importantly. I’d like
Watts, president erf Students for Spe to see college students see the invest
cial Olympics Advocacy, who was part ment they can make in a kid with spe
of the signature follecuiin effort.
cial needs. We’re on the same team.”
' The signatures lead to the main,
Laura Berry, GVSU’s director for
event, which was held at 7 p.m. in the Best Buddies, spoke about her person
I^rkhof Center’s Grand River Room.
al experience with the ridicule people
► While there, community members with disabilities receive.
Like many of the other speakers
apd students filled the room to show
tljeir support while speakers from the during the course of the event, she said
Grand Valley Disability Advocates, working with students and community
Students for Special Olympics Ad members with disabilities has opened
vocacy and Best Buddies spoke on her eyes.
“I’ve realized the potential in ev
the implications of using the word
erybody,” Berry said.
“retard(ed).”
GVDA’s former president Tiffany
Jessica Walmsley, a GVSU fresh
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Korican spoke on the accomplish
ments of the program and how others
could help out.
“My favorite thing to talk about (is)
the buttons on the doors at Kirkhof,”
Korican said. “We didn’t have those.”
She said before the automatic but
tons were installed, students with dis
abilities would struggle to open doors
themselves, or end up sitting out in the
cold.
“We work with student organiza
tions to make events more accessible
for all students,” she said. “I want
you, when you’re going around cam
pus, to search out things that can be
changed.”
When all was said and done, the ’
overall message speakers aimed to
convey was that humanity is not de
fined by labels, but rather confined by
them. By calling someone the ‘r-word,’
it strips away the very essence of being
human.
“I’m a person, not my disability,”
said John Leymer, co-director of Best
Buddies.
jcampbell@ lanthorn .com

GV students to participate
in area's first Zombie Dash
BY JOEL CAMPBELL
GVL STAFF WRITER
•

On April 28, Grand Valley State
University students will rise from the
“dead” for the Zombie Dash, a 5-kilometer trail race.
! The Zombie Dash is one of eight
raices this year, organized by Michigan
Adventure Racing and sponsored by
Gazelle Sports and Robinette’s Apple
Haus and Winery, which is hosting the
event in their orchards.
As part of the race, runners will col
lect small items at several designated
points to prove that they were there
and survived. During the race, “sur
vivors” will have to avoid the undead
while completing the course.
! “It’s for the storyline of a zombie
apocalypse,” said Mark VanTongeren,
director of the Zombie Dash.
! VanTongeren said the idea came
from another race called as Run For
Your Lives, which incorporates more
of an obstacle course than an actual
race.
! Though this is the Zombie Dash’s
first year, VanTongeren said there are
plans to bring it back on Oct. 27 for
Halloween.
This event’s charity partner is
Michigan Blood. As part of the nation
al “Be the Match” campaign, survivors
arid the undead are invited to do a cottdn swab to see if they are the match
fdr anyone in need of a bone marrow
tr&nsfusion.
! “It’s kind of cool having them as a
partner because it’s dealing with zom
bies,” VanTongeren said.
* VanTongeren said they are still

Courtesy Photo / michlganiombl* com

Brain*I: Volunteers decked out in their spookiest zombie duds will chase runners through
an dark course in April's Zombie Dash 5K. Part of the proceeds will go to Michigan Blood.

looking for zombies to chase the run
ners, with a participation fee of $4
without a race shirt and $12 with one.
There will also be a costume contest
for the best zombie.
Registration for “survivors” is $28,
and 10 percent of all proceeds will go
toward Michigan Blood. Headlamps
will be required for some of the races,
which start every five minutes between
8:30 and 9 p.m.

The event will go on rain or shine.
Sara Simons, a GVSU student, was
one of the first to sign up for the race.
“I had actually read about a dif
ferent one somewhere in the U.S.
and thought it was cool, Simons said.
“I never thought it would be in this
area.”
To register as a runner or as a zom
bie, visit www.
jcampbell ® lanthorn jcom

GVL / Rachel Melke

Hap py to speak: Political science professor Darren Walhof
delivers his "Last Lecture," encouraging attendees to see
the best in the "hap" — luck or chance — they experience.

Professor delivers
'Last Lecture' on
making best of life
.

i

BY RACHEL MELKE
GVL LAKER LIFE EDITOR

When Meagan Wolschon came to Grand Valley State
University as a transfer student, she said she had precon
ceived notions of what a university professor would be
like.
“I assumed (university professors would be) snobby, unrelateable, maybe mean,” Wolschon said.
But when she met Darren Walhof, a political science
professor at GVSU, Wolschon said her beliefs were broken
down.
Wolschon introduced Walhof last Thursday, during his
‘Last Lecture,’ a series hosted each semester by GVSU’s
Student Senate.
The idea behind ‘Last Lecture’ spawned from Carnegie
Mellon University professor Randy Pausch, who gave his
own hypothetical last lecture following a life-altering diag
nosis of terminal pancreatic cancer.
Once Pausch’s speech hit YouTube, it was turned into a
book, co-written with Jeffery Zaslow.
Walhof began speaking about hap, a noun meaning
“chance, a person’s luck, fortune, fate” dating back to the
13th century. Although we no longer use the word hap on its
own, it is in many words that are still part of our vocabulary
— such as happenstance, haphazard, mishap, perhaps and
happy — Walhof said.
Walhof “introduced” his audience to some people in
his life - his nephew with Down syndrome, his partner’s
brother with autism and cerebral palsy and his own father,
who was diagnosed with an incurable and rare neurological
disease in his 60s.
^ ’“Conner, Greg, my father,” Walhof said. “Each one isn
dependent on others to a degree that most erf us are not, or at
least are never required to acknowledge. None of them can
live without constant supervision and constant assistance....
Being in their presence makes us uncomfortable. This dis
comfort has something to do with hap.”
Often in bad situations, people ask questions like, “Why
us?” or “Why them?” but instead, Walhof chooses to ac
knowledge the good, despite the bad that may come along
with it.
“By hap, Conner was bom into a devoted family, with
parents, siblings, grandparents, uncles and aunts and cous
ins who love and care for him,” he said. “Similarly, Greg,
by hap, was bom into a loving family that had the resources
and, most importantly, the bull-headedness to pursue edu
cational and living opportunities for him at a time when
autism was a little-known condition and kids with severe
autism were sent <rff to institutions.”
Additionally, he said, Conner and Greg view the world
differently than others.
“Both Conner and Greg themselves seem to think only
about the good cards they have,” Walhof said. “They accept
the smallest things as surprise gifts - a bus ride, a chance
to go swimming, clapping with a friend, a cup of coffee, a
bowl erf popcorn.”
The point of everything Walhof was trying to say? Every
person is dealt a different hand.
“In other words, your hap might be good or your hap
might be bad,” he said. “Most of the time your hap will be
some mixture of the two.”
With this, there are many unknowns, he said - what mix
ture of hap will be given, or the mixture erf hap that other
people are dealing with. Walhof said though the idea may
not be new for people to understand, it is still often hard to
remember.
He said “hap-awareness” opens a person to friendship,
forgiveness and risk-taking.
“If you lack hap-awareness, you will become a total
douche,” Walhof joked.
Although it is more difficult to be hap-aware in a world
with bad models, Walhof encouraged his listeners to chal
lenge what is given to us and seek our own hap-awareness.
“First, spend some time with those who seem to have
more than their share of bad hap,” he said. “Go volunteer at
a homeless shelter or a soup kitchen; tutor kids in struggling
schools; visit those from your church or neighborhood who
are having a rough go.... Don’t pity them, don’t condescend
to them — just go and get to know them.”
Another suggestion he gave is to find someone with a
seemingly good hap-awareness.
“Observe them, talk to them, watch how they deal with
good and bad fortune, then imitate them,” Walhof said.
As Walhof said his final words and thanked the crowd
for listening, he received a standing ovation.
“We put it on so often because it really is an awe in
spiring event and the professors put a lot of work into their
lectures making the event very deep and very touching,”
Gorman said.
This is exactly what Walhof seemed to do, and left stu
dents with this note:
“Cut yourself some slack because of tough breaks that
have come your way, but also take stock of the many unwar
ranted privileges you’ve been given,” he said.
lakerlife @ lanthorn com
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Announcements
Announcing: Religious Stud
ies Major/Minor; B.A. or B.s.
Classes starting Fall 2012.
For more information, con
tact: 616-331-8020 or
relstudies@gvsu.edu. Find us
on Facebook: GVSU Religious Studies._____________
GVSU Facilities Services
thanks you for helping to re
duce energy, natural gas and
water costs by making small
changes to your daily routine!
GVSU Facilities Services
thanks you for helping to re
duce energy, natural gas and
water costs by making small
changes to your daily routine!

Roommates
1-2 Subleasers needed!
2012-2013. 48 West. Fur
nished 4bed Townhouse.
Rent is $445/month. For seri
ous inquiries, contact Travis
at mixt@mail.qvsu.edu
2 Female roommates needed
for a house in Standale.
Lease beginning Aug. 2012.
Rent is $400/month (utilities
included) Please contact

Amy

at

sturrusa@mail.gvsu.edu for
info.
Female needed to take over
the rest of a lease starting
May
1st.
48
West.
4bed/4.5bath.
Rent
$430/month. Free parking
pass. Please call at
(734)365-9810.
Female roommate needed!
48 West 2012-2013 school
year. Can move-in in June.
Fully furnished! Utilities
shared with current room
mates. Email Krista at goudiek@mail.gvsu.edu for more
info.
Female roommate needed!
May-July. Near Holland. Rent
will be around $300, heat &
gasn -tnCtuded. Corttatet
Theresa
at
rigonit@mail.gvsu.edu or
269-655-5976.
Female subleaser and room
mate needed. Copper Beech.
2 spots available in a
4bed/4.5bath. Free parking!
Contact me via call/text
(586)453-5945 or email yakimaj@mail.gvsu.edu.

ARIES (March 21 to Apnl 19) Be
careful about doing someone a favor
when you doot know the full story
behind the request Don't rely on
someone 1 unsubstantiated assur
ances Insist on all the facts before you
act
TAURUS (Apnl 20 to May 20)
That workplace problem still needs
your attention before you finally can
dose the book on it Meanwhile a
long anticipated reunion gets closer to
becoming a happy reality
GEMINI (May 21 to June 20) You
might be demanding more from others
than thev can give Best advice Have
a long and frank talk to determine what
foe fact! are Tensions should abate as
foe week winds down
CANCER (June 21 to July 22)
Aspects are favorable throughout this
week fin making contacts that could be
important to your career plans Mean
while. an old friend offers the advice
you re seeking
LEO (July 23 to August 22) It’s time
to stop licking your wounds from past
mistakes Get up and get going toward
vow future Loyal friends will be there
to help the boo get back into rtp roar
mg stupe
VIRGO (August 23 to September
22) Take time out to go over what s
expected of you before you begm yow
new project Otherwise, you ran foe
risk of pushing yourself harder than

Female subleaser needed!
May-August. Mystic Woods
Apartments.
Rent
$410/month. Please email AlI i e
at
gauthiea@mail.gvsu.edu if in
terested.
Subleaser needed! Boltwood
Apartments. Lease is from
5/1-7/15. Rent $390/month.
$30 in utilities. For more info,
Contact Michelle at demourom@mail.gvsu.edu.
Subleaser needed to take
over 12 month lease. Mead
ows Crossing. Lease starts
July 10th. Currently 2 resid
ing
roommates.
Rent
$419/month.
Email
lawheadl@mail.gvsu.edu
Subleaser
needed!
May-August 2012. Mystic
Woods. Own room & bath
room. Rent is $410/month. If
interested, please call Stefani
at (248) 933-9994.
Subleaser needed! Copper
Beech
Townhouse.
2bed/2.5bath. If moved in by
April 1st, no deposit needed
& half of 1st month’s rent.
Call Mikisha via email or
phone: 574-514-2326/godsent318@aol.com.
Subleaser needed! May-July
2012. 4 bed townhome. Rent
$430/month. Guest parking
pas and residential parking
pass free. Extra room avail
able. Contact Stephanie at
ewings@mail.gvsu.edu.
Subleaser needed! One room
w/own bath. May-July15th.
Full Circle Townhouse. Rent
$375/month plus electric.
Please contact Kaitlyn at torresk@mail.gvsu.edu
or
269-599-5442.

Employment
Make lifelong friends. The Is
land House Hotel and Ryba's
Fudge Shops are looking for
help in all areas: Front desk,
Bell Staff,Wait Stuff, Sales
Clerks, Kitchen, Baristas.
Housing, bonus and dis
counted
meals.
(906)-847-7196 www.theislandhouse.com________

For Sale
Condos for sale! 2 bedroom,
2 bath condos just $62,900!
Both remodeled. Private,
quiet area. Near bus lines, 1
min. to campus, and 15 min.
to GV. Lake Michigan Dr. to
40th Ave., north to condos
on west side. Laura Koetje,
Smith-Diamond
Realty
616-262-1303
or
houses2buy.net

5bed/2bath. House for rent,
clean, recently painted,
washer and dryer, stove, re
frigerator, basement storage,
close to GVSU Pew Down
town. 302 Gold NW.
$1000/month plus utilities.
Available August possibly
July 2012. 616-454-9666.
At 48west enjoy individual
leases, private bathrooms,
on-site bus stop & much
more! Call today for leasing
information 616-895-2400,
48west@48west.info,
www.48west.com
Boltwood
Apartments,
Pet-Friendly, Huge Bed
rooms, & a Bus Stop. Leases
start at $395.00 per month.
Call today to schedule a tour.
616-895-5875.
www.boltwoodgvsu.com

Campus View, live close to
used campus and get the most for
If
you
your money. Apartments and
Yaz/Yazmin/Ocella birth con
Townhouses
available,
trol pills or NuvaRing Vaginal
Leases start at $285.00 per
Ring Contraceptive between
month.
Call
Today!
2001 and the present and
•
616-895-6678
or
visit
developed blood clots, suf
www.campusvjpwh0usin9.c0
fered a- stroke, heart attack
m
or required gall bladder re
moval, you may be entitled to
Female subleaser needed
compensation. Call Attorney
from Feb-July at 48West. 3
Charles
Johnson,
fun female roommates, Rent
1-800-535-5727.
$420 plus utilities. It come
with a lot of free amenities
Legal help for college stu
and room comes furnished
dents. We represent students
(bed, dresser and desk)
with MIP and all other crimi
E-mail if you are interested
nal charges. Renovo Law,
rosenbed@mail.gvsu.edu
PPLC. (616)209-8870.

tmilm

*

Internships
Louis Padnos Iron & Metal
Company
Job Title: Information Tech
nology Intern
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
Salary: $10/hr.
Search Job ID: 15559909
For more information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs
Godsire Global, LLC
Job Title: Domestic Market
ing Director
& Foreign Marketing Director
Interns
Location: Ionia, Ml
Search Job ID: 15562116
For more information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs

Housing

Services

you need to
LIBRA (September 23 to October
22) An unusual request could put you
m an awkward position Best advice
Deal with it immediately The longer
you delay, the more difficult it will be
to get out of it
SCORPIO (October 23 to Novem
ber 21) You should feel recharged and
ready fix whatever your workaday
world holds for you The same posi
tive energy spills over into your per
sonal relationships
SAGITTARIUS (November 22 to
December 21) Aprospect might be less
than it appears to be Like foe Archer
in your sign, you always aim for the
truth And this is no tune to settle for
less than full disclosure
C APRICORN (December 22 to
January’ 19) Start doing some seri
ous thinking about a career most that
could entail more than just changing
job sites Some hfestyte changes also
might be involved
AQUARIUS (January 20 to Feb
ruary 18) With tensions rasing at foe
workplace a more positive environ
meut once again encourages the free
flow of ideas 10 typical of (he ahraysumovatntAquanan
PISCES (February 19 to March
20) Show seme of that usually hid
den steel strong Piscean backbone,
and stand up for vouneif if you hope
to make a case for that promotion you
know you deserve
BORN THIS VSIEK: You enjoy
doing new dungs and staving ahead
of foe crowd You would make a fine
sports coach or military leader

Need a place this summer?
Room in 48 West. I need
someone to take my room
April-August. I am negotia
ble. 616-901-9209.

The Rapidian
Job Title: Various internships
available
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
For more information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs
Mill Steel Company
Job Title: Inside Sales Sup
port Intern
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
Salary: Paid
Search Job ID: 15560497
For more information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs
National Heritage Academies
Job Title: Event Planning In
tern
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
Search Job ID: 15562106
For more information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs

Management Business Solu
tions
Job Title: Various internships
available
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
For more information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs
Innotec
Job Title: Finance/Account
ing Intern
Location: Zeeland, Ml
Search Job ID: 15562037
For more information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs
Priority Health
Job Title: Consumer Experi
ence Intern, Health Naviga
tion Intern, Medicare Care
Management Inter
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
Search Job ID: 15562025,
15562026, 15562027
For more information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs
Management Business Solu
tions
Job Title: Various internships
available
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
For more information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs
Innotec
Job Title: Finance/Account
ing Intern
Location: Zeeland, Ml
Search Job ID: 15562037
For more information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs

http://www.lanthorn.com/

Miscellaneous

Get Caught Promotion. Rules
and Restrictions. Only one
student or faculty is a winner
per issue. Readers will be
chosen at random through
Fastenal
out the week on campus.
Job Title: Sales Support In
The prize awarded is
tern
to-be-determined at random
Location: Indianapolis, IN
but may include gift cards,
Salary: $9/hr. „
t-shirts,
etc. Winners are reSearch Job ID: 15561841
'''qdjestodlo'nave' their picture
For rfiore infdriViatlb'n visit
taken and answer some
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs/
questions to be published in
the Lanthorn._____________
Grand Rapids Community
College
Opportunities
Job Title: Tutor Counselor
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
Bartending. No Experience
Search Job ID: 15562021
Needed. High income
For more information visit
potential. Training courses
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs/
available.Call
1-800-965-6520 ext. 226

http://http://www.gvsuoffcampushousin

The idea of Go Figure is to arrive
at the figures given at the bot
tom and right-hand columns of
the diagram by following the
arithmetic signs in the order
they are given (that is, from left
to right and top to bottom). Use
only the numbers below the
diagram to complete its blank
squares and use each of the
nine numbers only once.

King Crossword
ACROSS
1 Letterman’s

your mind

1•
1 ••

DIFFICULTY: * *
★ Moderate * * Difficult
* * * GO FIGURE!

15 Prankster’s

123567899
O 2012 King Fcaturw Synricarte, Inc

17 Bankbook
18 "Sprechen

Try Squares »v Linda Thistle

Deutsch?”
19 Isn’t honest
21 Zero
24 Apple
computer
25 Fuss
26 Explosive
letters
28 Set of moral
rules
31 Kittenish
calls
33 Rowing need
35 Slugger
Sammy
36 Hammer
head parts
38 Society
newcomer
40 ‘-thefields
we go”
41 Some
reddish deer
43 Chopped
down
45 Islamic

Without rotating the small squares on the right, try to arrange them Into
the pattern shown In the diagram at the left so that the number next to
each large triangle equals tha sum of the four numbers In that triangle.

47
48
49
54
55
56
57
58
59

decree (Var.)
Swiss
canton
Past
Foul play
Twosome
Bay window
Genetic stuff
Moray, for
one
Lipstick
alternative
Morning
moisture

DOWN
1 Tax pro, for
short
2 Jazz style
3 Knight’s
address
4 Illinois city

5 Raging fire
6 Life story
7 Food
poisoning
bacteria
8 Remove
calcium from
9 Traditional
10 Versifier
11 Glitch in
print
16 Somewhat
(Suff.)
20 Dines
21 Bivouac
22 Notion, in
Nantes
23 Nail gun, e g.
27 Young fellow
29 ‘Got it’
30 Hallmark
Item
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32 Winter fore
cast
34 Shows to be
false
37 Veteran
sailor
39 Emeralds,
9-942 La veme’s
pal, familiarly
44 Back talk
45 Lose color
46 Chilis and
fever
50 City of
Brazil, for
short
51 Peculiar
52 Individual
53 Legislation
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to lead Ameer* mto the War of! SI J.

On April 8. 1990. dmetor David
Lynch » mini tenrs. Twin Peek* ”
premiere* Tbr thos. with it* bizarre
character* and baffling story line
became an nutnot cult hit Kyle
Mar Lachlan itarred aa Dale Coop**
an FBI agent a**igned to vtul a mail
town si the Pacific Northwest la try to
wavel the mystery of the murder at
reaadem Lams Palmer
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B6 Maker life
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Hydrate: One in eight people do not have access to clean water, a health crisis that has wide-ranging implications for sanitation, hygiene and child mortality. New student organization Students for
Clean Water, which currently has 10 members, is seeking to raise money for 20Liters' upcoming Walk for Water.The money will buy filters that would give families long-term access to clean water.

Club seeks to improve clean water access
BY HANNAH MATRO

on bringing clean water to Rwanda.
“The Walk for Water provides an oppor
tunity to stand in solidarity with those who
walk for their water every day and to raise
ne of eight people in the world are funds to bring water filtrations to communi
not able to access clean, fresh drink ties in Rwanda,” Uldricks said.
ing water, but a new student orga
The walk will take place April 12 in Huinization at Grand Valley State University
is Park in Zeeland, Mich., from 11 a.m.
zenga
seeking to change that.
to 2 p.m. *
“This is a crisis that requires action on
To fundraise for this specific cause. Stu
our part,” said Hillary Uldricks, vice presi dents for Clean Water has set up an online
dent of Students for Clean Water.
donation page and plans on manning tables
The organization, which was officially in Kirkhof Center to encourage students to
approved at the end of the fall semester, al sign up for the Walk for Water and also to
ready has a clear focus for their first active induce donations for the event.
semester.
Uldricks said the fundraiser could pro
“We started the group because we want vide clean water for a varying number of
to raise awareness on campus because we families, depending on how much money
believe that clean water is a basic human the organization raises.
right, and that it is lacking in developing
“$40 creates access to clean water for one
countries,” said Cody Ensing, president of family for up to 10 years,” she said. “$140
Students for Clean Water.
buys a slow-sand filter that creates access to
The 10-member club’s main focus is clean water for four families for up to 10
fundraising for the upcoming Walk for Wa years. $3,200 buys a rainwater harvesting
ter.
system that creates access to clean water for
The event will be put on by 20Liters, a 100 families for up to 10 years.”
local grass roots organization that focuses
The group hopes to raise at least $3,200,

GVL STAFF WRITER
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SAFELY
BY HANNAH MATRO
GVL STAFF WRITER

Although for most Americans the
term “slavery” brings to mind a form
of race-based enslavement no longer
practiced, slavery is still a reality in
almost every country in the world,
including the U.S.
Safely Home, a student
organization at Grand Valley State
University, is bringing awareness to
human trafficking in the U.S. with a
series of kick-off events on March 26,
27 and 28 from 6 to 8 p.m.
The event, “Hidden Shackles:
What You Don’t Know About Human
Trafficking,” will feature local
nonprofit founders — such as Becky
McDonald from Women at Risk
International, Andy Soper from The
Manasseh Project and a representative
from Hope for the Voiceless — in
addition to activities aimed to increase
awareness while educating attendees
about the issue.
“The event will attempt to create
an awareness of the problem of
human trafficking but also introduce
organizations that are working on
the front lines to solve the problem ”
said Kim Somerville, the club’s co
founder.
According to United Nations
estimates, about 25 million women
and children are trafficked worldwide
each year to feed the $7 billion
industry. About 43 percent of these
cases involve sex trafficking; 32
percent of victims are subjected to
forced labor.
Somerville, a junior, and Andrew
Moore, a senior, founded Safely

;

"$40 creates access to clean water for one family for up to
10 years. $140 buys a slow-sand filter that creates access
to clean water for four families for up to 10 years. $3,200
buys a rainwater harvesting system that creates access to
clean water for 100 families for up to 10 years."

HILLARY ULDRICKS

VP, STUDENTS FOR CLEAN WATER

which would purchase a rainwater harvest
ing system that would grant 320 Rwandans
access to clean water.
By improving the world’s sanitation, hy
giene, water supply and the general way wa
ter is handled, one- 10th of the world’s water
problems could be solved, reducing child
mortality and improving health and nutri
tional status in a sustainable way.
Although the group has a plan of action,
they are looking for new members.
“We are still working to get our feet on

Group seeks to raise awareness

the ground so anybody that is passionate
about helping people should come to one of
our meetings or find us on Facebook,” said
group member Courtney Morey.
Students for Clean Water meets Sundays
at 7:30 p.m. For more information, visit the
Facebook page at Students for Clean Water:
GVSU.
“We would love to partner with other or
ganizations and are always accepting new
members,” Uldricks said.

hmatro @ lanthorn .com

Now Hiring @

of human trafficking with event

Home after working with local
nonprofits Women at Risk and Hope
for the Vocieless, respectively.
Women at Risk, based in Grand
Rapids, has safe houses located
around the world for trafficking
victims, while Hope for the Voiceless
focuses on sex trafficking, particularly
within the pom industry.
“We realized that so many people
have started to hear about human
trafficking, which is great but, so few
people realize it’s happening here in
our backyard,” Somerville said.
GVSU sophomore Ashleigh
Bowne agreed.
“People need to know that this is
not something that just happens on the
other side of the world,” Bowne said.
“Sex trafficking is in America. It’s in
Michigan. It’s in Grand Rapids.”
Bowne first heard about trafficking
her freshman year and quickly
hopped onboard when she heard
of Somerville’s notion to start an
awareness club.
“Young girls and boys are
being stolen, coerced, bribed and
threatened.” Bowne said. “They’re
being forced to live a life that violates
them in every single sense of the
word. Their freedom is being stolen
from them and their innocence in
being shattered.”
In addition to its “Hidden Shackles
event,” the club has been organizing
other events to help spread awareness
and raise money. On Wednesday, the
group partnered with the Allendale
Dairy Queen for a portion of proceeds
and will do the same on Tuesday with
Peppino’s.
Safely Home also organized a pool
tournament to raise money.

HUMAN
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TRAFFICKING

Lanthorn Advertising Sales
Team Member

people forced into
labor as a result of
MILLION human trafficking

- 75 hours per week minimum
- Sales Experience
- Personal Transportation

Job Requirements:

2.5

experience physical
or sexual violence
MILLION during trafficking

2.4

1.2

MILLION ARE CHILDREN

270.000

ARE IN INDUSTRIALIZED
COUNTRIES LIKE THE U.S.
Stats from UN Global Initiative to Fight Trafficking

Job Description:

Experience you'll gain:

- Meeting and building
relationships with clients
- Prospecting new clients
- Selling ad space in the
Lanthorn's Print and
Online editions
- Following procedure to
meet bi-weekly deadlines

- Professional client
interaction
- Media planning
- Marketing
- Organizational and time
management skills
- Relationship building
- Copywriting
- Teamwork

Compensation:

-10% commission on ad sales + stipend
- May be used for internship credit
When do I start?

The group meets every other
week on Wednesdays at 9 p.m. in the
Student Organizations Center. More
information is available at www.
getthemhome.org/ and through its
Twitter handle, @safelyhomegv.
“Our ultimate goal is to bring
awareness to human trafficking on
campus and get people connected
with front-line organizations that can
help them get active on the field,” said
GVSU student Remington Markham.
hmatro @ lanthorn .com

Positions open to start immediately, Summer and
Fall 2012
If Interested:
Contact: Kevin Hausfeld
Email: advertising@lanthorn.com
Phone:(616)331-2484
Pick up an application from the Lanthorn Office
0051 Kirkhof and return with a resume and
cover letter. Please indicate when you are avail
able to start.

